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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

1. Emoticons
Try to guess the meaning of the emoticons and match the emotions with emoticons.
:-( broken heart
:-) crying
:-||   angel
</3 wink   
*<|:-) rose
:-D very sad
@}-;-‘--- happy
:(( grin 
O:-) sad
:-)) heart  
<3  very happy
:‘-( Santa Claus
;-) angry

2. Emoticon and Smiley Criss-Cross
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4 5 6

7

Across

1. …………………… of smileys and emoticons are used today.

4. Some smileys on the Internet are even …………………… .

7. They’re …………………… all over the world.
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Down

2. World Smile Day is celebrated in …………………… .

3. The …………………… helped to spread them.

5. Scott E. Fahlman used the emoticons after serious and funny …………………….

6. The first smiley was …………………… for an insurance company.

7. The emoticon was first used by …………………… Scott E. Fahlman.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Idea Wheel
Write each piece of information in the correct place. Talk about the inventions using all expressions 
from the wheel.

1913 hint China 1973 number picture words New York 4,000

1kg 990th Arthur Wynne 1023  100th 40th  everybody

Version 2: Use the expressions as answers and make questions.
Version 3: Each student chooses one of the given expressions and uses it in a statement.

mobile phone crossword

paper money
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1. …………………… of smileys and emoticons are used today.

4. Some smileys on the Internet are even …………………… .

7. They’re …………………… all over the world.

1. Emoticons
sad, happy, angry, broken 
heart, Santa Claus, grin, rose, 
very sad, angel, very happy, 
heart, crying, wink
2. Emoticon and Smiley 
Criss-Cross
Across: 1 thousands, 
4 animated, 7 popular
Down: 2 October, 3 Internet, 
5 messages, 6 designed, 
7 Professor

Internet
Professor

designed
animated

October

messages

popular

thousands


